
Dubliner Magazine’s “Best Creative   Writing 
Teacher in Dublin”

NEW COURSE DATES!

SUMMER 2013 at Cafe Joly, 
National Library of Ireland, Kildare St.

SATURDAY CAFE CLASSES:
Sat. 10.45- 1 P.M. DEVELOPING WRITER course, 8 

weeks, €200, starts June 29th.

Sat. 2-4 P.M. START TO WRITE,7 wks, €175 starts 
July 6th

THURSDAY DAY COURSE, WRITING FROM 
RESEARCH;

THURS 2-4 P.M. “From History to Story:”  ‘writing 
from research’ course, 7 wks, €175, starts July 11th.

CLASSES IN SANDYCOVE, SOUTH 
DUBLIN: ADVANCED WORKSHOPS, 

DEVELOPING WRITER, START TO WRITE
Thurs. night Advanced Writing workshop starts July 11th.

(5 meets, €140), Fri. night Writers’ Workshop, all levels, 
July 5th, (5 meets, €140), Weds p.m START TO WRITE, 5 

meets, 24 July.  These classes take place in the living 
room of my book-filled house, 4 mins from Sandycove Dart 

Station.

writingtrain@gmail.com /  0861701418

INISHBOFIN JAUNT island writing holiday weekends 
and retreats, booking now open for Jaunts in 

September!

Feedback on recent Jaunts includes: “Thank you for facilitating and 
guiding this wonderful weekend!” S. Loughman, July Jaunt 2012. 

“You wove a web of magic around us all!” T. Byrne, July Jaunt 
2012.“ If you are thinking of going, just go! Just go!” D. Gilbert, May 

Jaunt 2012. Details from writingtrain@gmail.com, 
www.yvonnecullenwordpress.net and 086 1701418.

I’ll drop a line later re BOFIN JAUNTS, late summer WRITING 
TRAIN readings and September timetable. And by summer’s end, 

I’ll blog a full report of finishing my book, “A WINTER QUARTERS!”

If there are courses you wish I was running, drop me a line and I’ll 
see what I can organise! Recently, I’ve been especially enjoying 
doing intensive writing burst sessions with second level students 
(1.5 hr sessions to raise skills for short story writing) plus primary 
level after school workshops ( sets of 8 -10 weeks, liaising directly 
with parents’ associations). Mentoring and reading of novels and 

poetry collections “in progress” has also been a joy. So get in touch 
if any of these things sound like what you need!

Looking forward to hearing from some of you!

WRITING TRAIN NEWS:

Long-time poetry workshop member Jessica Traynor has 
won the HENNESSY New Writer of the Year award, with 
current  Train poetry workshop member Jane Clarke 
shortlisted for the same prize. A further workshop participant 
for several terms, Alan Timmons is about to publish his first 
novel HERE IN NO PLACE with New Island Books. (Give 
yourself a treat and seek it out in September!). A further 
participant Paul Bregazzi will be published in the Stinging 
Fly magazine in December.  

Writing Train originated as a long-term writing workshop and 
writing community. In Writing Train classes from Beginners’ 
level upward, I make sure to group participants in ways that 
make classes challenging, fun and supportive. Lovely 
venues, fair fees, a 22-year track record, more awards for 
participants than you could shake a bunch of sticks at, a 
commitment to developing your writing, annual writing 
holidays on Inishbofin... I think that about says it, but you’re 
better to come and try a class or workshop out!
Email writingtrain@gmail.com      ph 086 1701418

NEWSFLASH: Drop-in spaces are available now in 
THURS NIGHT ADVANCED WRITING WORKSHOP,
(1-2wks spaces available) 20 and 27 June, in a 
gorgeous Liffey-side Dublin venue! Try out a 
workshop at a fraction of usual cost! (€28 drop-in 
fee for 2.75 hr workshop).  Drop-ins may be 
possible in other settings, so don’t let your 
summer holiday plans stop you getting started 
writing soon!
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What to expect in each of the Writing Train classes coming up in summer 2013:

DEVELOPING WRITER at NLI ( 8 Sat a.m.s from June 29, 8 FRIDAY NIGHTS IN 
GLASTHULE from July 5th: Return to writing or raise you aim for your work. Set a specific goal like 

finishing a certain number of pieces in our 8 meetings, or sending work out by term-end. Expect results: from 
getting work out, to feeling that you have become comfortable and confident again with this skill and ready to 

ask yourself to deliver more.

START TO WRITE  At NLI (8 SATS from July 6) and in GLASTHULE ( 5 WEDS PMS 
from July 24)

Come in with aims, dreams, niggling bits of stories and not-half-bad single lines of possible poems. Come in 
with a ton of questions about how to get a routine that’s productive, how to know if it’s worth keeping going. 

( Answer: always, if you want to!).

Come in aiming to pick a practicing writer’s brains. (To pieces!). Come in because you know you’ll be sorry if 
you don’t, because you’re scared and excited and know you have things to do with words that you haven’t 

done yet. Come in just with an itch to scratch. Come in with a need to share what you will write.  And come in 
with no need to share, for now, with anyone but yourself! Come in, fill pages, wave them at me to show me 

you’re producing... It all starts there!

Come in for encouragement in a pile of different forms: from advice to keep the books you love around you, to 
instruction to start a piece by brainstorming 100 questions about an action, a memory, a photograph, to being 
bossed into writing just one sentence and allowing a piece to follow from it going where it will. (And do those 

two exercises now you’ve encountered them!) Come in for guidance on how to read, and for suggestions of 
what - though you can learn from reading anything. Use 

THURSDAY NIGHT ADVANCED WRITING WORKSHOP in SANDYCOVE, CO. DUBLIN

(5 Thursday nights from July 11th).
Come in hoping to start a conversation with fellow writers at the same stage as you. Come in for deadlines and 
feedback not just from me but from a carefully selected bunch of peers and more experienced writers working 

side by side in a long-term workshop community. ( New members each term refresh our set-up and stop us 
getting cosy!)

 Come in for honest reactions to the potential in what you’re writing, your writing tics, your strengths and 
potential pitfalls. For news of the writers further along in the writing train community and ex-participants 

who are now winning Ireland’s biggest writing prizes. For news from each others’ processes each week- 
though mind you most of process is just showing up and deadlines! ( And now I’ve told you that here, that 

leaves room to tell you something else in its place, in class!)

FROM HISTORY TO STORY at the NATIONAL LIBRARY CAFE, DUBLIN ( 7 Thursday 
afternoons from July 11th)

Come with a yen to start a historical writing project, (or any writing project involving research), or come with 
one begun, and I’ll give you the benefit of the 8 years’ research and writing I’ve spent on my book due out next 

year, A WINTER QUARTERS, much of the research for which was done in the NLI.

MORE START TO WRITE short courses coming up later in summer 

INISHBOFIN JAUNT long weekends, 6-9 SEPTEMBER (inclusive) DEVELOPING 
WRITERS and SEPTEMBER 13-16, START TO WRITE

SOME DROP-IN spaces available for visitors to Dublin and for interested writers and 
beginners who can’t commit to a full course in summer-time. Drop-in rate of €28 applies, 

contact me for details on 086 1701418 / writingtrain@gmail.com

STUDENT FEEDBACK:
"Our tutor, the legendary Yvonne Cullen, was a wonder. She knew we were scared, like birds at the nest’s edge and 

she knew her job was to push us out." HELENA NOLAN, Dublin.“What you do here in these sessions every week is 

astonishing” - Larry Loughney, Dublin “If you’re thinking of going (on the Inishbofin Jaunt), just go! Just go!” Debbie 

Gilbert, U.S.A.
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